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you can select your own theme or use the default theme provided by kaon. the default theme can be changed if the visitor want a different look. theme can be selected from one of 9 amazing themes. the default theme offers user-friendly navigation for visitors and provides easy content showcasing. there are two different type of search criteria. one is the regular, the other is advanced search. the regular search is similar to the google search. with the regular search, you can look for any product using product title and descriptions. the advanced search allows you to search for specific products like the colors, model, features, category, etc. you can modify regular and advanced search by simply filling some fields. you can use
any dedicated server with most common web application servers. our price comparison script is compatible with all the major database servers. if you choose mysql as your database server you can choose between mysql databases, myisam and innodb. price comparison script supports two built in price comparison algorithms, best fit and fixed price. it is up to you to choose the best price for your products. the best fit algorithm adapts to wide range of products. it takes into account the price movement of items during last few days and recommended price is the price of the product that is right for next few days. the fixed price algorithm will return the static price for the product for given date. how to setup price comparison

feature in website? just install our price comparison script on your website, you are done with it. to get more details about price comparison script, its usage, screenshot and features please check the step by step installation guide.
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with the help of this software, you will be able to take complete control of the price comparison process. this software gives you the facility to create
many plans with unique features. and you can choose the one which best suits your needs. it is possible to implement any price comparison feature

under the roof of this script. such as, products by type, comparison by price, different merchant websites. by developing your particular features you will
create an easy and trustworthy selling experience for your users. price comparison script features widget to display your latest purchases and whether a

product is in stock or sold out. in addition it comes with a convenient slider that helps you determine the price comparison on a product view page.
checkout includes unlimited categories, unlimited products, custom catalog, error report and reference, user registration, affiliate management, gift card
and loyalty, and many more. in the checkout you can target your audience by their preferences and demographics. price comparison script provides you

with a flexible checkout solution. allows integration of multiple products from different merchants and different product types. some of the features
include unlimited products/merchants, multiple payment gateways, price comparison, product views, custom branding, gift card, promo codes, basket
section, currency conversion, promotion and affiliate management. price comparison script has an intuitive and user-friendly interface that is easy to

setup and easy to manage. you can customize, change or add products, payment gateways, products, ads and everything you want to it. also, using on
the back-end for affiliate management, location-based campaigns, or start your own affiliate program. 5ec8ef588b
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